General Southeast Asia

C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HE: Transportation and Communications


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women


HV: Social Pathology/Social and Public Welfare/Criminology


K: Law

“Traditional cultural expressions and their significance for development in a digital environment: examples from Australia and Southeast Asia” / Christoph Antons in Intellectual property and traditional cultural expression / edited by Daphne Zografos. Law Library K1401 .Z64 2010

N: Fine Arts


R: Medicine
“Writing Medical Histories of Southeast Asia: Comparative Approaches to Disease, Health and Healing” / Peter Boomgaard in Proceedings: First International Conference on the History of Medicine in the Philippines: January 09 & 10, 2007 at the Miguel de Benavides Library, University of Santo Tomas, Manila, Philippines / edited by Angel Aparicio. Kroch Library Asia

U: Military Science


V: Naval Science


Brunei

P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


Burma

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion


D: History


H: Social Sciences


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


Cambodia

C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History

E-F: History of the Americas


K: Law


N: Fine Arts


S: Agriculture


---

**East Timor**

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BL-BX: Religion
“Islam in Timor Leste” / Arief Abdullah Sagram in Understanding peace and conflict transformation in Asia: religious perspective and approaches / edited by Cecelia Aguilar Ortiz ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia BL65.P4 U53 2005

H: Social Sciences


Indonesia

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BF: Psychology


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History

“Middle Class Interests and Labour Relations in India and Indonesia with some notes on East-West Parallels” / Mario Rutten in The easternization of the west: Europe meets Asia / edited by Nordin Hussin. Kroch Library Asia CB251 .E19 2006

D: History


E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


H: Social Sciences

HB: Economic Theory/Demography


HC: Economic History and Conditions

“Seeking the High Road to Jepara: Challenges for Economic and social Upgrading in Indonesian Wood Furniture Clusters” / Anne Caroline Posthuma in Upgrading clusters and small enterprises in developing countries: environmental, labor, innovation and social issues / edited by Jose Antonio Puppim de Oliveira. Mann Library HC59.72.D5 U64 2008


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor

“Indonesia” / George Fane and Peter Warr in Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009


HE: Transportation and Communications

HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HQ: Family/Marriage/Women


J: Political Science


K: Law


“Striving to conform with media laws in Indonesia” / Che Mazlan Ahmad in Media laws and ethics in selected Muslim countries / editor, Mohd. Yusof Hussain. Kroch Library Asia K4240 .M445 2009


N: Fine Arts


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics
“Mass media in Indonesia” / Che Mahzan Ahmad in Mass media in selected Muslim countries / edited by Mohd. Yusof Hussain. 2nd ed. Kroch Library Asia P92.177 M38 2008

“Media and Politics in Regional Indonesia: The Case of Manado” / David T. Hill in Political regimes and the media in Asia / edited by Krishna Sen and Terence Lee. Kroch Library Asia P95.82.A785 P65 2008


S: Agriculture


---

Laos

E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation


“Institutionalizing or Decentralizing the Commons?: Laos” / Yayoi Fujita in The politics of decentralization: natural resource management in Asia / edited by Chusak Wittayapak and Peter Vandergeest. Kroch Library Asia S934.S64 P65 2010

Malaysia


C: Auxiliary Sciences of History


D: History


“Malaysian University Students Discuss Race and Ethnicity” / Carmen Nge Siew Mun in Ethnic relations and nation building: the way forward / edited by Maya Khemlani David ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS595 .I58 2008


“Politeness and Ethnic Sensitivities in the Malaysian Parliament” / Ngeow Yeok Meng, Kuang Ching Hei and Maya Khemlani David in Ethnic relations and nation building: the way forward / edited by Maya Khemlani David ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia DS595 .I58 2008


H: Social Sciences

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor
“Malaysia” / Prema-Chandra Athukorala and Wai-Heng Loke in Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009


HF: Commerce

“A New Alternative to Air Travel in Malaysia: Low-cost Carriers and Their Impacts on Mobility and Full-Service Airline” / Abd Rahim Md Nor and Nor Ghani Md Nor in Globalising worlds and new economic configurations / edited by Christine Tamásy and Mike Taylor. Olin Library HF1025 .G62 2008

HM: Sociology


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


HT: Communities/Classes/Races


J: Political Science

K: Law


N: Fine Arts


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


S: Agriculture


---

**Philippines**

D: History


H: Social Sciences

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


“Globalization and Industrial Relations in the Philippines” / Maragtas V. Amante in The multi-dimensions of industrial relations in the Asian knowledge-based economies / edited by Sununta Siengthai ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HD8653.5 .M85 2010


**HM: Sociology**


**J: Political Science**


K: Law


N: Fine Arts


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


S: Agriculture


Singapore

D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation
G-GB: Geography


“Establishing Singapore as the events and entertainment capital of Asia: strategic brand diversification” / M. Foley, G. McPherson and D. McGillivray in International perspectives of festivals and events: paradigms of analysis / edited by Jane Ali-Knight ... [et al.]. Hotel Library G156.5 H47 I584 2008

GV: Recreation/Leisure


H: Social Sciences

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor


HG: Finance

HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


K: Law


“Non-Court Annexed Mediation in Singapore” / Loong Seng Onn in Mediation & arbitration in Asia Pacific: conference proceedings / edited by Syed Khalid Rashid and Syed Ahmad Idid. Kroch Library Asia KNC500 .A83 2009 +

L: Education


N: Fine Arts


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


R: Medicine


V: Naval Science


Thailand

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

B: Philosophy


BL-BX: Religion


D: History

E-F: History of the Americas


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


H: Social Sciences

HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor

“Thailand” / Peter Warr and Archanun Kohpaiboon in Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009


“Globalization and Industrial Relations in Thailand” / Sununta Siengthai in The multi-dimensions of industrial relations in the Asian knowledge-based economies / edited by Sununta Siengthai ... [et al.]. Kroch Library Asia HD8653.5 .M85 2010


HN: Social History/Social Problems/Social Reform


J: Political Science


N: Fine Arts

“Dundubhi (Torapi) in Ramayana narrative of Cambodia and Thailand” / Vittorio Roveda in Ramayana in focus: visual and performing arts of Asia / edited by Gauri Parimoo Krishnan. Kroch Library Asia NX680.3.R35 R36 2010 ++


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics

“Thai Media and the Thaksin Ork pai (Get out!) Movement” / Glen Lewis in Political regimes and the media in Asia / edited by Krishna Sen and Terence Lee. Kroch Library Asia P95.82.A785 P65 2008

S: Agriculture


Vietnam

B: Philosophy/Psychology/Religion

BF: Psychology


D: History


G: Geography/Anthropology/Recreation

G-GB: Geography


H: Social Sciences

HC: Economic History and Conditions


HD: Industries/Land Use/Labor
“Vietnam” / Prema-Chandra Athukorala, Pham Lan Huong, and Vo Tri Thanh in *Distortions to agricultural incentives in Asia* / edited by Kym Anderson and Will Martin. Kroch Library Asia HD2056.Z8 D57 2009


HM: Sociology


J: Political Science


K: Law


P: Language/Literature

P: Philology/Linguistics


S: Agriculture